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“Invention, my dear friends, is  

 93% perspiration, 6% electricity, 4% evaporation, 

 and 2% butterscotch ripple”
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introduction
What we eat and drink defines 
us more than ever, driving a 
revolution of changing taste. 
What we consume is an expression 
of our values and lifestyle, 
becoming an intrinsic part of 
our identity. We are what we eat.

The Taste of Change looks at these new 
culinary intersections, identifying key 
attitudinal and category shifts brands 
should plan for.
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From the hyper-fragmented future of 
drinks, to every snack being seen as 
a vote for a value system, this report 
identifies early adopter products setting 
the agenda. Provocative trends are 
identified to inform the next and inspire 
the new.
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Today’s drinkers drive a post-category future, 
where established conventions are disregarded 
in favour of the new and unexpected.  
These non-conformist drinkers are pushing 
hybrid formats, blending features, flavours and 
design cues. As a result, brands flex and shift 
to more specific needs, opening possibilities 
for new drinking occasions.

Encouraged by the success of hard seltzer - and under 
threat from declining category growth - beverage 
brands have narrowed their focus to specific needs 
and occasions. Radical ingredient mixes clash with 
functional benefits, all housed in packaging that defies 
category codes as much as the product does.

This is the age of nichification, where drinks are  
bought and consumed on the need of the moment,  
not by category. Leader brands will need to think  
post-category, blending health benefits with new  
taste sensations. 
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 drinking
    different

The Copenhagen-based purveyor of 

cocktail liquors and canned alcoholic 

drinks, Empirical, disregards typical 

categorisation of alcohol. The founders 

‘flavour-first’ approach results in unique 

products, featuring unusual ingredients 

like fermented plum pits and distilled 

marigold kombucha.

Pernot Ricard’s Rosie is a mix of rose 

wine with a dash of sparkling water, a 

lower ABV and serving size to connect 

with health-conscious drinkers.  

The Instagram friendly branding helps 

to position a new category intersection, 

leaning into the sophistication of wine, 

without establishment cues.
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5mindful
eating Mental health is top of mind as the world continues 

to grapple with a pandemic. Consumers are looking 
to regain control in this uncertain time, making 
empowered everyday choices to benefit body  
and mind. 

A key area where this mindset is manifesting is within food 
and drink. Either in the form of a comforting retreat into 
nostalgic flavours, or in the uptake of more functional 
propositions. FMCG brands will also look to realise the 
full potential of this space, with innovative solutions 
that explore the intersection between mental health, 
nutrition and lifestyle.  

The new THC-rich premium, slow-churned chocolates 

use Fair Trade ingredients and fresh-pressed rosin.  

Papa & Barkley bars aim to help with pain management, 

relaxation and sleep while maintaining great integrity 

and flavour. 

Whole Foods has partnered with meditation 

service Headspace to create a video series 

exploring mindfulness in cooking, eating 

and grocery shopping. Each video highlights 

a different mood that food can help instil – 

such as joy, energy, focus and relaxation.

To safeguard and improve our mental health 
through more natural and everyday means, 
the future will see a wider range of ‘food-
as-medicine’ products delivering a broader 
spectrum of benefits. These propositions  
need to be qualified and taste great.

As science reinforces the link between what we 
eat and how we feel, we can envisage a future 
where chefs develop menus to take you on an 
emotional journey, as much as a culinary one.
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algorithmic 
appetites

Nourished brings advanced 

customised nutrition to the 

mainstream, with the world’s first 

personalised 3D-printed vitamins.  

Once consumers complete the 

online questionnaire, an algorithm 

generates their ideal ‘stack’, and 

prints a gummy with bright colours 

for each one of the vitamins.

I Miss My Bar audio app recreates 

a bar atmosphere at home, from 

ambient music to working bartenders 

and people talking in the background. 

While whimsical in nature, the app is 

an insight into the futuristic role that 

algorithms will play in accentuating 

the sensorial experience of diining.

The influence of technology on what we eat, drink 
and why we want it has become all-pervasive. 
Trends that would have taken years to mature and 
permeate into mainstream brands, now appear as 
fast as TikTok influencers can create them. 

But the impact of algorithms on our appetites is moving 
beyond the latest aesthetic trend. Now they help determine 
meal plans through the use of wearable tech, opening a 
new frontier of hyper peronalised nutrition. Meals, snacks 
and vitamins are customised to the physical and mental 
requirements of the individual.  
 
Where data-driven, tech-led dining may be most influential 
in the future, is not just the functional side of nutrition.  
The pandemic has highlighted how important intangible, 
social and sensorial elements of dining are, and how 
technology can play a key role in elevating the moment. 

From accelerating food trends and incubating new 
product development, to customising meals and elevating 
sensorial engagement, digital technology will play a role in 
determining what we eat and drink, and how we  
experience it. 
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Hive, the American e-supermarket 

selects brands according to their 

sustainable and ethical credentials and 

enables shoppers to browse by specific 

values – such as education, human and 

animal rights or environment. After 

completing their purchase, shoppers 

receive a rundown of the ecological 

and social impacts of their cart. 

Destileria Abasolo, one of Mexico’s first whisky makers, 

harvest a heritage crop that only grows 7000 feet above 

sea level and is found exclusively in Tlaxcala and Puebla’s 

elevated valleys. Beyond giving the whisky a distinctive  

taste and an evocative story, the brand also safeguards  

a rare crop and supports local farmers.

Purpose matters. Consumers view every soft drink, 
burger and cereal bar they buy as a vote for a wider 
value system. Brands have had to nail a flag to 
the mast. Dietary diversification, and purpose-led 
propositions have fragmented into a myriad of  
value-based sub-catagories.

The pandemic has accelerated this diversification, with 
consumers emerging from a ‘quarantine of consumption’ 
more focused on the impact their diets have on environments, 
cultures and communities. 

Challenger brands overtly wield political and environmental 
purpose, with big issues tackled by these brands as an intrinsic 
part of their DNA. Going beyond occasional tweets and limited-
edition statement packs, with sustained campaigns that 
challenge the very system they’re part of.

In these partisan times, the risk of not having a broader 
purpose leaves brands continually vulnerable to bolder 
players, who recognise that what you eat and drink is 
a vote for something bigger. 

purposeful
        cuisine
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foresight

what next

Inspiration Presentation
We can share provocative thinking for your brand.  
Our foresight and inspiration presentation  
brings to life trends, giving clear insight into  
the new and next. Contact us now to book. 
 
Trend Mapping Session
Understanding the impact of change. Our trend  
mapping workshop uses an agile and interactive 
methodology to unpack what trends mean for your  
consumer, category and brand, and what challenges  
and opportunities they offer in the next 3-5 years.  
Contact us to find out more and book in a session. 

ben.sillence@lewismoberly.com
Director of Strategy
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about us
Lewis Moberly is an independent,  
strategic, creative business.  

Based in London, working internationally  
and immersed in the world of brands.
 
We bring intuition and inspiration to the  
business challenge, creating engaging  
identities for new and enduring brands.
We imagine them, define them, polish 
them and position them.
 
To learn more about what we do  
please visit lewismoberly.com
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33 Gresse Street, London W1T 1QU   +44 (0)20 7580 9252
www.lewismoberly.com 


